Electrons on the liquid helium surface form an extremely clean two dimensional system where different plasmon-excitations can coexist. Under a magnetic field time reversal symmetry is broken and all the bulk magneto-plasmons become gaped at frequencies below cyclotron resonance while chiral one dimensional edge magneto-plasmons appear at the system perimeter. We theoretically show that the presence of a homogeneous density gradient in the electron gas leads to the formation of a delocalized magneto-plasmon mode in the same frequency range as the lowest frequency edge-magnetoplasmon. We experimentally confirm its existence by measuring the corresponding resonance peak in frequency dependence of the admittance of the electron gas. This allows to realize a prototype system to investigate the coupling between a chiral one-dimensional mode and a single delocalized bulk mode. Such a model system can be important for the understanding of transport properties of topological materials where states of different dimensionality can coexist.
Electrons on the liquid helium surface form an extremely clean two dimensional system where different plasmon-excitations can coexist. Under a magnetic field time reversal symmetry is broken and all the bulk magneto-plasmons become gaped at frequencies below cyclotron resonance while chiral one dimensional edge magneto-plasmons appear at the system perimeter. We theoretically show that the presence of a homogeneous density gradient in the electron gas leads to the formation of a delocalized magneto-plasmon mode in the same frequency range as the lowest frequency edge-magnetoplasmon. We experimentally confirm its existence by measuring the corresponding resonance peak in frequency dependence of the admittance of the electron gas. This allows to realize a prototype system to investigate the coupling between a chiral one-dimensional mode and a single delocalized bulk mode. Such a model system can be important for the understanding of transport properties of topological materials where states of different dimensionality can coexist.
The recent discovery of topological states of matter has lead to striking predictions of topological surfaces and edge states [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, it has so far been difficult to realise a system where topological edge states are completely decoupled from remaining bulk states or spurious edge states of non-topological origin [10] [11] [12] [13] . Thus understanding the interaction between topological edge modes and non-topological bulk modes is highly important. Electrons on helium are a high purity two dimensional system where chiral edge magnetoplasmons modes naturally form under a perpendicular magnetic field [14] [15] [16] [17] , interestingly their topological origin has been recognized only recently [18] [19] [20] . Bulk magneto-plasmon in a two dimensional electron gas have a gap at frequencies below the cyclotron resonance, and it is traditionally considered that edge-magnetoplasmons are the only low frequency plasmon excitations [21, 22] . In experiments with electrons on helium the frequency of edge magnetoplasmons (EMP) is typically in the kHz range, while the cyclotron resonance frequency is typically several GHz. We show how a low energy bulk mode can be created inside the bulk-magnetoplasmon gap by an anisotropic gradient of electronic density. In this letter we will describe this plasma excitation as a magnetogradient mode. We show that the frequency of this magneto-gradient mode can be obtained from an effective Schrödinger equation allowing to control the resonance frequency through the shape of the electron cloud. This allows to tune this frequency into resonance with the edge magnetoplasmons creating a model setting to study the interaction between bulk and topological edge modes. We note that the existence of this low frequency bulk magneto-plasmon can also be important to understand the surprising collective effects that appear in electrons on helium in the microwave induced resistance oscillation regime [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] : zero-resistance states [30, 31] and incompressibility [32, 33] which are not yet understood microscopically.
We first show that the presence of a density gradient can indeed lead to the formation of a low frequency delocalized magneto-plasmon, this may seem counterintuitive as in an homogeneous system all the bulk magneto-plasmons are gaped with their lowest frequency given by the cyclotron frequency ω c = eB/m. The equations of motion for magnetoplasmons can be derived from the drift diffusion equations on the electronic density n e = n a + n t where we decompose the electronic density into time averaged and time dependent parts. Treating the time-dependent terms as a small perturbation, we can linearise the drift diffusion equations which describe the electron flow on the liquid helium surface (see a sketch of the cell geometry in Fig. 1 ):
Here V t is the time dependent part of the quasi-static electric potential V = V s + V t , in deriving this equation we took into account that the electron cloud screens the static-part of the electronic potential which leads to ∇V s = 0, the longitudinal and Hall mobilities are given by µ xx and µ xy . Experiments typically take place in the high magnetic field regime µ xx µ xy and µ xy B −1 (this corresponds to ω c much faster than the scattering rate). Hence it is reasonable to first find the frequency of the resonant plasmon modes in the limit µ xx = 0. The potential V t can be determined from the time dependent density n t by solving the electrostatic Poisson equation, for simplicity we will assume for now a local electrostatics approximation n t = χV t where the compressibility χ = 4 0 he is obtained from a plane capacitor model. Simulations with an exact solution of electrostatic equations will be presented later. The static electron density in presence of a density gradient can be written as n a (r, θ) = n 0 (r) + n 0c (r) cos θ where (r, θ) are polar coordinates on the helium surface oriented along the gradient arXiv:1910.08026v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 17 Oct 2019 direction. Away from the edges of the electron gas, we can approximate n 0c (r) = λr and treat the gradient λ as a small parameter anisotropy parameter. It is thus natural to expand n t and V t in harmonics of the angle θ: n t = n t0 (r) + n tc (r) cos θ + n ts (r) sin θ
where we have kept the lowest harmonics. This procedure is justified since the only anisotropy comes from the uniform density gradient which couples only nearby harmonics through the cos θ term. Expanding the continuity equation to the lowest polar angle harmonics Eq. (1) we find an effective Schrödinger equation which describes standing-modes of electron-density oscillations:
in this equation we introduced the effective wavefunction ψ(r) = √ rn ts and ω is the frequency of the density oscillation, its time dependence obeys ∂ 2 t ψ = −ω 2 ψ. This equation describes a radial wave which propagates at velocity v = µ xy λ/ √ 2χ. As in quantum mechanics, the shape of the wavefunction ψ is controlled by the external potential. From Eq. (3) we see that it contains a term describing repulsion at the origin and a confinement term proportional to the square of the gradient of the static isotropic density distribution (∂ r n 0 ) 2 . The obtained plasmon mode exists only due to the simultaneous presence of a magnetic field and of the anisotropic density gradient λ, we will thus call it a magneto-gradient plasmon (MGP). The frequency, ω g , of first MGP mode is given by the ground state of the Schrödinger equation Eq. (3), it scales as ω g ∼ µ xy λ/(χR) where R is the radius of the electron cloud. This frequency vanishes the limit R → ∞, its behaviour is thus similar to EMP which also do not have a gap and can have frequencies much below ω c . The MGP frequency drops to zero at λ = 0 and will be overdamped if the density gradients are not strong enough. Fortunately due to the high mobilities of the electrons on helium system this mode can be visible even for small density gradients. Since Eq. (3) is a standing wave equation, in addition to the lowest frequency mode ω g resonances are expected around its harmonics ω n = nω g (n ≥ 1 an integer), these harmonics will however turn out to be overdamped in our experiments.
The previous calculation showed that a small density gradient can create delocalised bulk magneto-plasmon modes well below the cyclotron resonance frequency, which is usually believed to give the gap frequency for bulk magneto-plasmons. This calculation was performed using a local density approximation n t = χV t , and does not provide a complete description of the low frequency magneto-plasmon modes. Indeed Eq. (3) does not predict any finite frequency modes in the limit λ → 0 and the edge magneto-plasmon modes are thus missing. Hence a more realistic theory, reproducing the already known magnetoplasmons is thus needed. Such a theory has to go beyond the local density approximation and treat the long range Coulomb interactions in realistic way. This requires to fix the electrostatic environment of the electron gas and its properties. From here we will focus on a realistic model of our experimental setup with electrons on helium.
A sketch of the system is shown on Fig. 1 , electrons are trapped on a helium surface by a pressing electric field. If the pressing electric field is perfectly perpendicular to the helium surface the geometry has cylindrical symmetry with respect to the polar angle θ and no gradient is present λ = 0. However a small misalignment angle α between the electric field direction and the normal of the helium surface leads to an in plane electric field component αE ⊥ (α 1) which will create, within the local density approximation, a density gradient λ = χαE ⊥ . Since we assume that the helium surface remains flat in the region where electrons are confined, the drift diffusion equation Eq. (1) at the surface remain unchanged for finite α and it is only the relation between n t and V t which is changed when we use the exact non-local electrostatics. Since the normal of the electric field presents a discontinuity as it crosses the electrons on helium cloud, a direct perturbation theory expansion around the isotropic solution is not possible. We derived a suitable perturbation theory expansion by performing a transformation into a curved set of coordinates where the position of the interface remains fixed with α. This expansion, to the lowest order, leads to a modified Laplace equation which is given in Appendix. Finite elements (FEM) [34] simulations based on this equation, confirm the validity of the approximation n 0c (r) αχE ⊥ r for all the shapes of the electron cloud explored experimentally except near the edge of the electron cloud. Thus a small inclination of the helium surface with respect to the helium cell creates a well defined density gradient which only weakly depends on the shape of the electron cloud n 0 (r). To simulate approximately the AC response of electrons on helium, we used the Poisson equation on AC potential in the limit α = 0 and drift diffusion equations on the helium surface to determine the expected admittance of the cell. The full equations and a discussion on their formal validity are provided in Appendix.
We now present experiments that reveal the coexistence of 1D EMP and 2D MGP plasmons, the simulations, which are presented simultaneously, will al-low to confirm the identification of the observed modes. The experiments were realised on an electron cloud (see Fig. 1 ) with N e = 3 × 10 7 electrons at a magnetic field of B z = 0.3 Tesla and temperature of 300mK. The AC transport response of the electron cloud is measured in a Corbino geometry using a Sommer-Tanner method. An AC excitation voltage V ac with a 30mV amplitude is applied on the intermediate top-ring electrode at a frequency f ac (1 to 10 kHz) and the induced pick-up signal from the top central electrode is then measured with a voltage amplifier and a lock-in detector giving the AC cell admittance Y (f ac ). The position of magnetoplasmon resonances then shows as peaks in the admittance Y (f ac ) for a fixed bias voltage V b . This bias between the outer guard and central electrodes can tune the frequency of the magneto-plasmons by controlling the shape of the electron cloud [32, 35] . For V b < 0 the electron cloud adopts a "plateau" density profile, where the density n 0 (r) is a monotonously decaying function of the radial distance to the cloud center r, while for V b > 0 the electron density takes a "caldera" profile which has a density maximum inside the guard region at edge of the electron cloud (Fig. 1b) . The EMP which couple to the top measuring electrodes are different in the two regimes. For a "plateau" profile the outer-edge of the cloud is closer to the center and it is the EMP propagating at the perimeter of the cloud which are detected. For a "caldera" profile the cloud expands and the outerperimeter becomes weakly coupled to the measurement electrodes, instead it is the inter-edge magneto-plasmon at the boundary between the guard and central regions which is more easily excited. To simplify further discussions we will describe both situations as an EMP mode. The theoretical expressions for the propagation velocity are indeed similar in both cases [17, 21] :
where q is the wave vector (q = 1/R for the lowest frequency mode where R is the radius of central bottom electrode) and ∆n e the difference in electron density between the electron density in the center and guard regions (this definition is discussed in more precisely below). For the magneto-gradient plasmon the propagation velocity is given by:
this expression is obtained from Eq. (3) using the approximation λ = αχE ⊥ . It depends on the perpendicular electric field E ⊥ but not on ∆n e as opposed to the EMP modes. This difference in the ∆n e dependence provides a convenient method to distinguish between MGP and EMP modes. We represent the admittance Y (f ac ) as function of both V b and f ac as a color scale map that allows to visualize the dependence of the mode frequency on the voltage V b (and thus on ∆n e ). Modes that "disperse" as function of V b are candidate 1D EMP modes while the absence of a V b dependence suggests a magnetogradient mode.
Our experimental results are shown on Fig. 2 together with FEM simulations of the perturbation theory that we introduced. Both experiment and simulations show the presence of two resonant modes at low frequency. A mode whose frequency that strongly depends on V b with a dependence that reminds the dispersion relation of "Dirac" fermions, and a second mode whose frequency is almost independent on V b except when its frequency crosses the frequency of the dispersive mode.
To identify the dispersive mode as an EMP we show the theoretical frequency expected from Eq. (4). For the "calderia" geometry (positive V b , black lines), we set ∆n e as the difference between the electron density on top of the rim in the guard region and the density in the center of the electron-cloud, it reproduces the experimental EMP frequency without adjustable parameters. For the plateau geometry (red line for negative V b ) the density in the guard entering in ∆n e had to be reduced by 20% compared to its maximum density in the guard. This phenomenological correction probably reflects a more complex situation where the boundary of the electron cloud boundary moves with V b as the cloud is pushed towards the center. FEM simulations predict the correct position for the EMP mode without adjustable parameters even in this case. The predictions for the linewidth and admittance amplitude are less accurate as they dependent on the ratio µ xx /µ xy which was assumed to be fixed to 5×10 −3 and without any density dependence. To confirm the 1D character of this dispersive mode we also represented the simulated oscillating density profile n t of the EMP mode on Fig. 2 , the oscillating density is indeed localised in a narrow strip of width h at the boundary between the central and guard regions. Note that, the perturbation theory is not reliable at the outer edge of the electron cloud and the peak in n t on the outer cloud boundary may not be physical.
The lowest frequency mode on Fig. 2 has a resonance frequency which is independent of V b except near the crossing points with the previously identified EMP mode. It is thus a candidate magneto-gradient plasmon (MGP) mode. To confirm this assignment, we checked that this frequency scales as ∝ E ⊥ /B as expected from Eq. (5). The only other parameter in Eq. (5) is the inclination of the helium free surface α compared to the electric field. It was not possible to control this angle precisely in our experiment however we confirmed that this frequency changes indeed with a small variation (of around 0.1 deg) of the fridge inclination (all other parameters were kept fixed). The FEM simulations confirm the existence of the low frequency magneto-gradient mode. As can be seen from its oscillating density profile on Fig. 2 , this mode is indeed delocalised across the entire electron cloud. The FEM simulations can be used to fix the tilt angle α, in Fig. 2 a good agreement far from the crossing with the EMP mode is obtained for α = 0.4deg. At the crossing both simulations and experiment suggest an avoided crossing between the MGP and EMP modes which implies the exciting possibility of realizing hybrid states with simultaneous characteristics of a one dimensional topological EMP and a delocalised two dimensional mode. Investigation such hybrid states requires more detailed experimental and theoretical investigations. Concerning the linewidth of MGP modes the simulations predict a similar linewidth to the edge magnetoplasmon modes. This contrasts with the experiment where the MGP is significantly broader than the EMP with a linewidth that depends on V g . This could be due to the dependence of the mobility on the electron density which is not taken into account in the model. Indeed MGP is delocalized and thus can be more sensible to mobility gradients which appear as a result of the density variations across the electron cloud. In the simulations we fixed the ratio µ xx /µ xy to reproduce the linewidth of the EMP mode, the linewidth of the MGP is thus underestimated compared to the experiment. The simulations thus resolve the next MGP harmonic at positive V b which not visible experimentally as it is probably overdamped.
To sum up, we have shown both theoretically and experimentally that a system of electrons on the surface of liquid helium hosts a novel type of bulk excitation, the delocalized two-dimensional magnetogradient plasmon modes which appear in the presence of a small density gradient. This system provides a highly controllable environment in which the interaction of this novel excitation with the previously known (topological) onedimensional edge magnetoplasmons may be studied. As gradients of carrier concentration can easily be present in mesoscopic devices, this mode can also exist in new two dimensional electrons systems with high mobility.
We acknowledge fruitful discussions with D. Konstantinov, D.L. Shepelyansky and M. Dykman and thank ANR SPINEX for financial support. To enable the use of standard perturbation series we thus need to perform a coordinate transformation which levels the helium surface in the cell while keeping in place the top and bottom electrodes. We choose a rotation in the (x, z) plane (containing the electric field direction z and the slightly miss-aligned helium surface normal) with a height dependent rotation angle φ(z) = α 1 − 4z 2 h 2 . The transformation between coordinates is the realized by:
where x , z are the new coordinates.
In the new coordinates the Poisson equation, to first order in α, becomes:
in this form it can be expanded in powers of α. We see from Eq. (8) that α induces a coupling only between neighboring angular harmonics, thus to first order in α to which we will limit ourselves here, only cos θ and sin θ terms will be generated. We solved Eq. (8) for a stationary electron cloud without AC excitation, this allows us to find the static density profile n a (r, θ) = n 0 (r) + αn 0c (r) cos θ induced by the tilt of the cell. In the stationary case the potential of the electron cloud is constant and fixed by the total charge of the cloud. In the isotropic case the problem then reduces to find a stable boundary of the electron could for which the electric field at the boundary vanishes, which was done in a systematic way for different geometries in [32] . To find the anistropic correction n 0c (r) we iterated Eq. (8) neglecting the small deformation of the circular cloud boundary. While this approach should give accurate predictions in the center of the electron cloud, the validity of the perturbation theory breaks down near the cloud boundary. The results of our finite element calculations for n 0 (r) and n 0c (r) are shown below on Fig.3 . To be fully consistent we in principle need to use the modified Poisson equation Eq. (8) which introduces a mixing between harmonics due to the tilt, we found however that using the usual Poisson equation ∆V = 0 gives already a good description of the experiment. This probably comes from the fact that the dynamic drift-diffusion equations already introduces a coupling between modes through the density gradient n 0c and many (but seemingly not all) of the terms that would come from Eq. (8) become second order in α.
Full drift diffusion equations for the lowest angular harmonics For reference we write the full drift diffusion equations as a function of the steady state radial distribution n 0 and the density gradient n 0c including contributions from both µ xx and µ xy , these are the equations which are solved to build Fig. 2 in the main text.
The AC potential V t is decomposed into its lowest harmonics V t = V t0 (r) + V tc (r) cos θ + V ts (r) sin θ.
